Merge (SQL) - Wikipedia

A right join is employed over the Target (the INTO table) and the Source (the USING table / view / sub-query)--where Target is the left table and Source is the right one. The four possible combinations yield these rules:
If the ON field(s) in the Source matches the ON field(s) in the Target, then UPDATE;
If the ON field(s) in the Source does not match the ON field(s) in the Target, then UNconditionally.

Amazon Redshift SQL - Amazon Redshift

Amazon Redshift is built around industry-standard SQL, with added functionality to manage very large datasets and support high-performance analysis and reporting of those data. Note: The maximum size for a single Amazon Redshift SQL statement is 16MB.

Locks, Blocks and deadlocks - what's the difference
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Tutorials | Ultimate Guide to the Most Trending Tutorials

Develop your practical skills through these tutorials and we intend to help you apply the knowledge & achieve desired jobs, internships and more.

The future of workforce analytics is hidden in your communications

Alation is best known as a data catalog company. But due to heavy demand from its data catalog customers, Alation today launched a data governance tool to help them better manage and govern their data.